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I. .INTRODUCTION 
In recent yeax·1 the uae of aceelerator•type neutron 
aou:r:<:.es baa grown considerably. The aceeleratc.n:ra offer a 
J:<elatlvely inexpensive and eaay atttthod of produelng neutron 
beama and pulses when compared to e re1ctoz·. Th• ccu;t of an 
~u:cel•retor 1& far below that of a rtacto.r, and the need for 
a toph1•t.iceted chopper la eliminated sine• pulsing can be 
performed eltetronic:ally by def lect1ng the duirged particles. 
off the targ&t. 
W1 th the1e acceleretor$ t t. is po•eible t<> produce f aat 
neutron beams or pul:fl)et. The commonly uiutd D•D or D•T :rt·'"' 
acti.ona 9ive birth to h19h .en~rgy n1n.st1·on1. Epl th:errnel or 
thermal btlame or pulsuil't can alao be pz:odui:ed by using tlu~ 
aecol~:rato:· 1n c<>njun~.t1on with a mod•rat1ng alab e>Ueh aa a 
paraffin slab. 
Pulsed neutron $tud1es hav• become a major eub.h~tt of 
1rrterlJ!&t to nuclear •ngineer:s in the past few years. Pulaed 
neutron techniques heve been usod to meket 1ubcritic$lity m@a&-
urement•, th•:t1nal ru11utrori diffusion peratn•t•r me• taureft'Htnt s, 
and 1nveatigat1ons on m.eny other i.mport~mt porameter1. 
Although .it would b* de1!rable to study tl'i• effect of a 
paraffin slab on a n•utron pulse, which would allow the in· 
vest1gation of tht time dependene• of the outeomi.ng spectrum, 
this work wru confined to ateady state llfHsaure••mta. Time 
analysis equipment, which is highly expensive for analysis 
in the nanosecond range, was not availabl•, end the inability 
of the neutron generator in. its present f o:r:m to yield v11n:y 
ahort pulses reatricted th&$e measurements to sttady state 
condition. 
Thlt thtals contains the re•ults of measurements of the 
•pithermel nt1utron sp~ctra that exit from a slab of para.f f1.n 
when the slab it placed in front of a fast neutron source, 
such as tho source produeed at the target of 1 Texae Nuclflar 
neutron generator. 
Various tnerthotla are availabl& for the m~asurement of 
neutron spe:ctr•. Some of these methods are t1me-of ·f l19ht 
measurements, actlvati.on analysis, proton recoil measurements. 
using a Bennett spectrometer, sem!condueto1' teehniques, and 
threshold reactions. The c.ho1ct of the M&thcd to be used de-
pends upon th• energy renge to b• inve1ti9ated. Tim~·of-f light 
mea&urfUJHmts ( 13) ere g•nerally u5ed for gpectrum lDfHHurementei 
in th~ 0 to 100 eV range, but can btt extended to higher ener• 
giea with mor& sophiaticated equipment. Semiconductor devices 
(7) and threshold reactions are generally used f.or spectrum 
measurements above 100 KeV. Proton·rtcoil measurements uU1in9 
a Bermttt spectrometer are used for •.n~rgi. es above 80 KeV (1). 
Activation analysis techniques are normally restricted to neu-
tron cmt>rgi•• below l KeV since difficulty is ~ncountered in 
finding auitable material& with stror-.g .resonances above l Kev. 
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All the above mentioned t&chniques were cond.dered in 
trying to det'i!rmine which mtthod 1hould be :used to meesure 
the spectrum in qu,stion. Semiconductor and threshold re-
action techniques ttt•r• rejected becauet· they cannot be used 
in the l to ~00 eV r•gion 1 which was the range of interest. 
Time-of .. flight techniques could .be cuct•nded to work up to 
~00 eV but there was not ac:h11quate tpace near the neutron 
generator to permit the long drift tube which is ru~i:•s&cary 
for this method. Activation an•lysiiii aeemed to be the only 
techniqu1e that would work under the desired conditions. 
There a:r& two diff&r•nt mttthods of obtaining Gpectrum 
m~asurementi by activation analyais. They are the cadmium· 
ratio technique (12) and the sandw1eh foil technique (3). 
The f onaer method ie based on thff assumption that the spectrum 
varies inversely with tnergy, i.e. it ts proportional to l/E. 
Sine& it was felt that this a11umpt1on was not warranted for 
the spectrum to be measured, the cadmium .. ratio technique was 
abandoned 1n favor of the 1andw!c:h f.oil technique. The-re is 
no aati.umption placed on the shape of the sp()~trum in u•in9. 
the sandwich method. 
Th~ sandwich method involves foils of the sam& material, 
on& placed on top of th• other. The foll closest to the neu-
tron source is black to neutrons st the resonance energy of 
the fo11 and therefor• very f e~ n&utrons of thi$ energy reach 
the second foil t while cttHu· neutrons are at t1muated very 
little tn the firit foil. The difference in activation of 
the two foils c•n then be us•d to determine the neutron flux 
at the resonance fH'l1u·9y of the material. By using differtnt 
materials with dif f e:rent re:aonance -.me1·9ies a .sp@ctrum meas• 
urement can b• obtained. 
II. LIST Of SYMBOLS 
Symbol Units 
c1 react:i.ons/cm2 see 
C I ., 
0 reactions t.n1 .. sec: 
E eV 
Em MeV 
G 
I(M) 
K ne-utrons/cm2 ~ec 
9m/9m atomic wt 
gm/gm atomic wt 
cps, cpm 
atoms/cm3 
Meaning 
Attenuation of neutron$ in the 
foil 
Reaction ratt In the inner toil 
Reaction ratt ln th• outer foil 
Energy of the exiting neutron 
Maximum G'nergy of the emitted j3 
particle 
Energy of the 1-th resonance in 
the foil material 
Back•scattering factor 
Self ·absorption factor for ~ 
particles 
Self-shielding coef flcient 
Absorption factor 
Dead time factor 
Geometry f ector 
Resonance activation function 
Neutron flux at e neutron veloc-
1 ty V and a neutron chmsi ty p 
Atomic weight of carbon 
Atomic weight of hydrogen 
Thickness of foil in mean free 
paths at the peak of the resonanc• 
Measured count :ratt> 
N\Jmber of· atoms of foil material 
per unit volume 
Symbol Units 
P reactions/cm2 se~ 
Pres reactiona/cm2 sec 
s cpst cpm 
t cm, in. 
V cm/sec 
9 
t 
¢ 
eV 
degrees 
cm2/gm 
neutrons/cm3 
cm·l 
cm -1 
barns 
neutrons/cm2 sec eV 
steradians 
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Meaning 
Reaction rate of f o1l 
Reaction rate due to resonance 
neutrons 
True count rate 
Foil thickness 
Neutron velocity 
Mean probability for an isotropic 
flux that a neutron incident on 
the foil will be absorbed 
Total width of the 1-th resonance 
in the foil 
Intrinsic detector efficiency 
for j3 particles 
Angle between the perpendicular 
to the toil and the direction 
of incidence of the neutron on 
the foil 
Mass absorption coefficient 
Neutron density 
Macroscopic absorption cross 
section 
Total macroscopic cross section 
Microscopic absorption cross 
section 
Thickness of foil in mean free 
paths 
Neutron flux 
Solid angle 
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Ill. THEORETICAL DEVELOPMENT 
One of the earliest theoretical treatments of neutron ab· 
sorption in a thin foil was done by Bothe (2). In this treat• 
ment he obtained the activity which is produced when a foil is 
placed in a neutron flux. The following treatment follows the 
same line of :reasoning as th.at used by Bothe. 
If a foil is placed in a neutron flux the neutron density 
is given by 
1 r 
p '"' V j Kd~ 
The absorption per unit solid angle 1$ then 
dA • K ! cos e I (l - e 
~ t 
a 
cos e)d:J 
(l) 
(2) 
At this point it is necessary to make some assumption as 
to the spatial distribution of the flux. It was assumed that 
the flux ls isotropic on the side of the foil facing the neu-
tron source and no neutron• impinge on the other side of the 
foil (see Figure l). The flux can then be written as 
The total neutron density can then be written from 
Equation l. 
Wall 
Texas Nuclear Neutron Generator 
Drift tube 
Figure 1. Experimental arrangement 
Paraffin slab 
Cadmium sheet 
and foils 
Supporting 
table 
co 
9 
21" 
P .a _vl J o K d ·, 0 ';. • (3) 
(4) 
The total absorption becomes 
l 
"'at 
A = 2'rK0 J cos 9[ l - • 
· o 
cos 8 Jd(coa e) . ( !:>} 
Substituting for K0 from Equation 4 
- "" t 
A ~ !vprl - e a (l - r t) + ~2t2E (· ~ t)) (6) .· 2 ~ a ·a 1 '·a • 
where s1 is a function tabulated in (8). The following vari-
able was defined: 
- '\"' t 
,., ,,.. 2h .~ l - ... .. a r l .. 'l" t) + '>'2u ( - "(" t) { 1) ... Vp "" " ~ a .ll ,....i a • 
Recalling that ~ ;:: ":8 t for a pure absorbing n1aterlal a may 
be expressed es 
f8) 
where 
(9) 
With the use of Equation S it is now posaible to obtain 
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a relation which yields the reaction rate in a foll exposed to 
the assumed neutron flux. The following treatment was de· 
veloped by Judd (8). It should be noted that the expression 
obtained for a in th1& ca$e is the &ame as in the case of 
itotropic flux. 
The reaction rate in a small foil placed in a neutron 
flux la given by 
r 
P • j f ss"'(E)¢(E)dE • 
£ 
(10) 
f 51 1a called the self ·ahieldi.ng coefficient. This co• 
ef f ieient takea into account the fact that the flux is lower 
in the center of the foil than near the surf ace due to the 
a.b1orption of neutrons in the outer layEtrs. f 5• can be ex• 
pressed aa 
{ll) 
It should be noted that in Equation 10 there 1• uauaJ.l.y 
an additional term thet eceounta for the low•ring of the f'lux 
due to the introduction of a neutron sink into the medium. 
Thia term ia not pr•sent in this development aince th• foil 
ia not in the medium and therefore doea not perturb the flux 
at all. 
The reaction rate in a foil which hes • single absorp-
tion resonance and a zero c.ross section at all other energies 
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except the resonance energy ia given by 
Pres. • j :r sa't'¢dE • 
0 
(12) 
wubstituting from Equation 10 and assuming that th flux is 
constant across the resonance gives 
.. 
Pre 6 • ~ j adE • 
0 
(13) 
The resonance absorption cross section is given by the Breit~ 
Wigner formula 
(14) 
5ubatitut1ng of c8 (E} from .Equation 14 into Equation 12 and 
E 
assuming that r << E0 (whith implies ~ u l) one obtains 
- 2E3 (&,) ~ ~r I [ l - (l~) pres 2)df1 , 4 l + fj -
where 
11 : i(E • E ] r o 
M G t~ = t N • 417'~~9 rn; . · a ma.x r 
12 
·2E 
The lower limit on the integral should be T but the error 
in rtplacin9 this by -~ is small beeauee the integrand is 
negligible for large l~I. Equation 15 can be written in a 
different form by making the following substitutions 
• 
l(x) .. f l • 2E3 l + y~ dy • ... 
I(x) has been evaluated numerically and is shown in (8). 
Equation 15 then becomes 
(16) 
(17} 
To this point the resonance was considered to be pure 
absorption. Equation 17 must be modified to account for scat-
tering resonances that sometimes accompany the absorption res .. 
<mance. When this is done, Equation 17 becomes 
(ls) 
where 
Equation 18 gives the r•action rate of a foil which has one 
resonance of width f.y· The tot.al macroscopic crosa section 
is !t max and the thickness of the foil is t.. ~ ia the flux 
at the resonance energy. 
li<~aterial& with a croaa section as assumed a.bove do not 
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exist in nature. The fact that the cross section is not zero 
at energies other than the resonance energy must be taken into 
account in the choice of det•ctor materials. The choice must 
also be made taking into account that one should be able to 
obtain thin foils of about five thous ndths of an inch thick. 
In general the density of these materials is approximat&ly 
ten and their atomic ~eight 100. This makes ~tt - O.COlat 
where <'I is in barns. By choosing materials which have a 
cross section of less then 100 barna except at the resonance, 
;tt - 0.1 and the fo~ ls can be considtred thin except &t the 
resonance. If this is the case Equation 10 can be written in 
the f ollo11dn9 form: 
p = I i:¢dE + (19) 
non· resonance 
In this equation the first term on t he right applies at 
all energi&s except at the resonances. The self-absorption 
term is omitted because the foil& are conaidered thin and 
this term would be almost equal to one. The second term is 
the reaction rate due to the resonances. The summation · , 
used if there is more than one dominant resonance. 
The discussion up to this point haa been on resonance 
detectors in general. No requirements or restrictions on 
how the foil ie to be used have been made. The results to 
this point, expressed by Equations 18 and l9t yield what the 
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reaction rate of a foll would be- when subjected to a neutron 
flux. To obtain a spectrum measurement some means must be-
devis&d to separate the measured reaction :rate into the two 
termt on the .right side of Equation 19. 
Sand¥iich1ng of the f oi.ls is don~ to separate the non-
resonance activation from th~ activation caused by absorption 
at the resonances. Two foi .ls of the samfl' size, thickness, 
end mate.rial are used to aeparate the two terms in Equation 
19. The foils are plactd agein9t the moderating slab so tl'lat 
one foil ls directly on top of the other. The foil close$t 
to the slab 111 black to the resonances neutrons so that very 
few are able to travel through the first foil into the second. 
The fi:rst foil is alto thin ~nou9h so that there is little 
attenuation of all other neutrons as they travel through 1t 1 
and therefore the reaction :ratt from these non-resonance 
neutrons should be nearly t ,he same in both foils. Thus the 
difference in reaction rat• between the inntn: foil 1 closeat 
to the slab, end the outer foll is due to the ab•orption of 
almost ,all resonance neutrons by the inner foil. .Ehret (3) 
show$ that 9ft to 10°" of the dif f •renc:e between the two re• 
action retea li due to reaonance absorption in the inner foil. 
Thie difference in reaction rate can be uaed to obtain the 
neutron flux et the r•scnance energ.y. 
Several different materials w•re used •ith their reso-
nances at different tmergies end thus a •peetrum was obtaic-.ed 
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from the measured fluxes at these diff t~ent resonaneea. 
The two f o1ls having th• same shape •nd thickne1s wer 
sandwiched together and placed against the paraf tin slab. The 
reaction ~ate per unit area in the foil closest to the slab 
was, according to Equation 19 
cinne:r( t) c P( t) Q J ~a t~dE + L pi ( t) • 
non•J:"es i 
Th reaction rate in th& outer foil ~as 
couter(t) • P(2t) - P(t) * J ":a2t¢dE + L P(2t) 
non-res i 
( 20) 
- J r 8 t¢dE - [ J.\ (t) • (21) 
non-res i 
When Equation 21 is subtracted from Equation 20 the integral 
terms cancel each other and after substituting for Pres fr.om 
Equation 17 the result becom•s 
Ci ... C 0 • * L ¢ {'y i [ 2! ( M) - I ( :W.) ] • 
1 
(22) 
This is the express ion which was used to analyze the 
experimental data. The activities of the outer and inner 
foils were measured and then corre~ted to saturation activ· 
1t1es. The s•turat d activities were equal to the reaction 
rat s of the foils. The dif ferenc& between the saturated 
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activities was used in Fquetion 22. When there ia only one 
major .resonance in the eroas section of the detector material 
the summation may be dropped. ry was obtained from SNL-32!> 
(4, 5, 6) and l (M) and 1 ( 2M) vi.ere obtained from Judd ( 8). 
Thus it wat possible to solve for the flux et the resonance 
energy. The exp•rim~nt was carried out with several mate• 
r.ialt with different resonane• energies. The flux was then 
obtained at these en•rc;ies tnd a &pectrum. for the neutrons 
ee>mlng out of the slab was plotted. 
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The enaly1is pre&anted in Chapt.er III enables one to de-
termine the neutron spectrum in the energy region l to 3?>0 eV. 
In this Chapter the experimental arrangement and •quipment 
which wa' used is diacussed. The experimental arrangement is 
shown in f19ur• l. 
A lexaa Nuclear Neutron Generatox- was used to produce 
fast neutrona. Those neutrons that exlted from the target 
in a fol."1Ne.rd direction passed through the paref fin slab. 
Three different slabs .of thiekn1tss l.25 in., l.875 in., end 
2.~0 1n. were used. On the back of the aleb was mounted a 
0.020 in .. sheet of cadmium to which four foil aandwichea were 
attached. The foil materials ~•I'•• in the order of their 
do.mi.nant resonance eruu·gy, In, Au, W, Mn. After the irra• 
diation was completed the foils '~•re removed and thtdr activ• 
ity counted in a 21" 9a1. flow detector. 
The varioue components of the experiment will nof"f be 
discuised in detail. 
A. Neutron Generator 
4 
A inodel 9$00 neutron generator produced by Texaa Nu· 
clear Corporation was u1ed (ll). Tht basic components of 
the gene.rat or 1u·• $hov.n in f i9ure 2 .. 
The ion source section is reiDponaible for the production, 
extraction, and foeuaing of· deuterium ions. The ion source 
l 
Ion s ource I 
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Accelerating tube Drift tube and target 
Figure 2. Block diagram of the neutron generator 
is an improved radio frequency source developed at Oak Ridge 
National Laboratory. A radio frequency field causes intense 
ionization of the deuterium gas. With this type of equipment 
90% of the ions produced are singly ionized atomic ions. The 
ion source consumes approximately 20 cc of gas per hour. The 
posi. tive ions are forced out of the ionizing region by a pos-
itive potential, and after being focused, enter the accelerat-
ing tube. 
The eccelerating tube accelerates the ions to 150 KV. 
This acceleration is accomplished by ten acceleration steps 
of l!> KV each. 
The h19h velocity ions leaving the acceleration section 
travel down a drift tube and strike the target. The entire 
system is held at a pressure of 2 x 10'"'5 mm of Hg to decrease 
the collisions of the ions with gas in the drift tube. The 
target assembly is water cooled and consists of tritium or 
deuterium gas occluded 1n a thin layer of titanium. An 
electron suppressor is also present near the target. This 
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device causen1·1 electrons that are produced during the bom• 
bardment of the target to return to the te1'9et. If this 
suppressor were not present erroneous readings of the beam 
current would rtuult. 
Neutrons &re produc:ed by one of two different reactions. 
Theie reactions are 
2 + HJ He~ l + He4 + 17.6 MeV (23) lH 1 .... 2 ... on 2 
2 + H~ He4 l + H 3 + 3.25 MeV ( 24) lH l ..... 2 · ..... on 2 e • 
The neutron yield from the 0-T reaction, Equation 23, 
is about 100 times greater than the D•D :reaction yield. The 
tritium reaction wae used in the experiments because neutron 
fluxes as high es possible were d~slred. 
!he target has what is known aa a half •life. This is 
the opereting time it takes for the neutron yield to drop to 
one•half its o.r19inal value. This drop in yield la caused 
by the consumption of the tritium in the target. Thii half• 
life is a function of the ion current. For a ateady gtate 
op•rating condi t1on of 1000 microamps ion cur:r•nt the half-
lif e of the target 11 two houre. For an ion current of ~00 
microamp& th• half-life is four hours. 
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B. T(D,n) Reaction 
The Ct value of the tritium re.action is 17.6 MeV. This 
energy plus the initial kinetic energy of the deuteron 1& 
&hared by the ne:utron and thtt a particle that are f or:ned. A 
neutron emitted in the same direction as the direction of 
travel of the incldt!nt d•uteron ha1 an energy of 14.7 MeV. 
The remaining 3 .. 05 MeV goes as kinetic energy to the tt par• 
ticle and it dissipated as heat when the a; particle 1e stopped 
in the target. 
The number and energy of the out going neutrons depends 
on the angle at which the neutron leave$ with respect to tht 
initial directiof' cf the deuteron. The departure from 110• 
tropic distribution ia not large. Table l sh¢Wa the relative 
neutron yield at .a function of e which is defined as the angle 
between the exit direction of the neutron and the direction 
of the incident deuteron. Table 2 shows th• ener9y of the 
neutron as a function of 9. Tables l and 2 are corobin~d 1n 
Figure 3 ta give a plot of mJmk>•r of neutrons versus energy 
of neutrons. If it it aisumed that onl.y those n•utrons that 
leave the target at an angle of ± 30° or less reach the folls, 
the energy spreed of the .initial 5pectrum, from Table 2, is 
l4.6t> MeV to 14.74 MeV. The spread in th• relative yield ia 
shown on figure 3. 
During the experiment the neutron genera.tor was operated 
at a steady ion current of !JOO microamps. Thia is fifty per• 
21 
Tabl• l. Neutron yield versus angle 
e Neutron yield 
(degrees ) (relative to OO) 
0 LOO 
60 0.97 
90 0.94 
120 0.91 
l~O 0.88 
1€0 0.87 
Table 2. Neutron energy versu6 angl~ 
e Neutron energy 
(degrees) (MeV) 
0 14.74 
l!> 14. 72 
30 14.6~ 
4~ 14. ~4 
60 14. 40 
7!> 14.23 
90 14.06 
10~ 13.89 
120 13.74 
13~ 13.61 
l~O 13.~l 
16~ 13.44 
180 13.42 
'U 
.-I 
(j) 
•rl 
>-
c 
0 
H 
+' 
~ 
(j) 
c 
(j) 
> 
•rl 
+' 
ro 
.-I 
(j) 
0:: 
1.0 
0.9 
0.90 
0.85 
13.5 
22 
14.0 14.5 
Neutron energy 
(MeV) 
15.0 
Figure 3. The dependence of neutron yield on neutron energy 
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cent of the rated capacity of the generator. The irradiation 
tim• was thirty minutes. 
c. Paraffin Slab 
Paraf'f in waa chosen as a moderating material to al ow 
down the neutrons becau1e of' its high hydrogen content, avail• 
ability, and east of fabrication. Water was also con•idered 
as 1 possible moderating material but was rejected because of 
the neceasity of e tank to contain it. .It was felt that the 
tank would interfere with the measurements. Alao, measurements 
were to be carried ou.t et several tlab thicknesses which would 
have required several tanks. 
The paraffin slab was eonstructed by melting paraffin 
into a mold. This allowed the sla,b to be free of voida and 
uni.form in consistency. Building the slab by assembling •maller 
blocks wa& rejec;ted because of the voids end gaps that would 
have been present with this method of eonstruction. ihe orig• 
inal slab was 22 in. •quar• by 2. ~ in. thick. Measur•numt .s 
were carried out at this thicknes• and then the slab waa 
thinned to 1.87~ in. and finelly to l.2~ in. Spectrum meas· 
urementa were carried out at these new thicknesses to deter• 
min• the effect of varying slab thickneaa on the outcoming 
apectrum. 
The width and height of 22 in. w•• chosen becaute it waa 
felt that this dimension was sufficient to approximate an 
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infinite slab. The height of 22 in. also allowed the slab 
to be placed on a emall tabl• in such a manner that the center 
of the alab aas loc•ted directly in front of the target of the 
neutron generator. It w1u felt that. this 9eome'trical confi9u-
ration was necessary due to the manner in which the f o!.ls were 
attached. The attaehment of the foils i.s discussed in the 
f ollowin9 section. 
It ~as desirable to kno~ the dim&nsiona of t.h• slab in 
termt of the scattering mean free path. To determine this it 
was ntceesary to know th• atemlc densities of the hydrog•n 
atnd carbon in the peraf fin. The atomie densitie$ could have 
been determined 1.f the density and tht molecular weight of 
the paraffin had been known. the density w.et mee,ured with 
no difficulty, but the molecular weight presented a problem. 
The word per1ffi.n refers to any saturated •liphatic 
hyd:roc&rbcm with the 9.-neral f crmula CNH.iN + 2• In com• 
me.rcial p.&raffin the value of N 1n the general formu.la is 
not a conatant. In a given piece of paraffin the value of 
N may vary greatly. It is therefore ve:r:y difficult to de· 
termine a molecular weight of a commt1rcial aample of paraffin. 
ln order to determintl the atomic densities it was as -
sum~d that the p.'iraH.i n had a formula of CNH2N" Ignoring 
the two hydro91m atoms should introduce an error of not more 
than ?.% si.nce the value of N wiu around fifty. W'ith thl$ 
as.&umption the atomlc densi tl$'S \ttt:re calculated without 
knowing the: value cf N. 
The dend. ty of the paraffin was meaaured and found to 
be O. 922~ g/cm3• The we,ight of hyd.ro9en per cc was then ob• 
tained. 
The number of hydrogen atoma per cm3 was then found by di• 
vidin; the weight of ttu~ hydrogen per cm3 by the w•ight of 
a hydrogen atom. 
ln the samt m1.umer the ctu·bon atom1e density was found to be 
3.98 x 1022 atoms per cm3• 
The acatterin9 eroaa secticna of hydrogen and eerbon at, 
the energy of ttu~ i.ncomin9 neut:rona, 1.e. 14. 7 MeV, are 0.69b 
and L 3~b respectively. From the s.t¢mlc dens1 ties and the 
cro11 sections the scatttrlng m•an free path can be calculated. 
W1 th this value for ~s the thickne1s. of the thre• slabs in 
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scattering mean free paths were 0.69, O.~le, and 0.345. 
The paraffin slab was placed on a small table directly 
in front of the target. Care was tak~n so that the center 
of the slab face was dir•ctly in front of the target center. 
A gap of approximately 0.25 in. was left between the target 
assembly and the slab. 
D. Detector Foils 
The face of the paraffin slab facing the target where 
the fast neutrons originate will ce referred to as the front 
face while the opposite face from which the modera.ted neu-
tron beam exits will be referred to as the back face. A ~ 
in. by o in. sheet of cadmium 0.020 in. in thickness was 
placed on the back face centered on the axie of th& accel· 
erator beam. 'fha cadmium sheet and the attached foils are 
shown in Figure 4. The cadmium aheet was \l&ed to eliminate 
thermal neutrons coming out from the sleb which would have 
otherwise struck the foils. The cadmium sheet has little 
effect on the epithermal neutrons while it absorbs almost 
all thermal neutrons whic.h would induce additional activity 
in the indium foil because of the latter's high thermal cro&a 
section. 
Four materials were used in a sandwich f o.rm: In, Au, 
W, a.nd Mn. The sandwiches 111tere made by placing two toils 
of the same material on top of a small piece of aluminum 
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Cadmium sheet 
\ 
I 
\ 
) 
ape 
luminum 
foil 
Note: S denotes other three sandwich locations 
Figure 4. View of the resonance foils and cadmium sheet as 
attached on the paraffin slab 
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foil. The aluminum foil was then folded over the corners of 
the sandwich material. Care was taken so that the two iden-
tically shaped folla .remained exactly on top of each other. 
The four sandwiches \~ere fastened to the cadmium sheet with 
tape as shown in Figure 4. The foils ~ere attached to the 
cadmium on the periphery of a circle of l.2~ in. radius cen-
tered on the axis of the be&m. In this manner the distance 
from each sandwich to the target was the same. 
Th& choice of foil material was made on the basis of 
many parameters. The materiel should have a dominant reso-
nance and a low cross section (less than lOOb) at all energies 
except at the resonance energy. The material should also be 
obtainable in the form of thin foils. The product nuclide 
after neutron absorption must be radio1ctive, i.e. the ma-
terial should activate. This product nuclide should have a 
short enough half ·life to enable auf ficient count rates to be 
obtained. The ~adioactivity produced should be of a type 
that can be measured with a fair degree of ease. 
When all of these criteria are taken into account the 
number of material$ suitable for this kind of work is very 
small. Lanthanum and cobalt ar• about the only other suit-
able materials that could be used besides the ones already 
mentioned. Lanthanum has the undesirable property of oxidizing 
:rapidly in air and therefore it must be handled under in ... 
ert atmosphere. For this reason lanthanum was not used 
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1n tho experiments. Cobalt ho$ the disadvantage of having 
a half-life too long to allovv appreciable count rat&$ to de• 
velop under the conditionit of the experiment and therefore 
was al10 eliminated. Table 3 give$ the ba5ic p•.ram•ter.s of 
the foil$ that were used. 
As can be seen f .rom T<llble 3 the manganese was much thick.er 
and had a ctif f erent shape t.han the other foils. The first 
three foil& 1Ji1e.re punched from thin sheets. of their respective 
mat~rials, but the two manganese foils ~ere made by grinding 
down by h1md two small pieces of this materiel. Due to the 
extreme b.ri ttleness of mangane$e it 1tHHi impossible to obtain 
thinne·r foils by tMs technique. lt should be noted that 
even though the mangan~se foils ~ere much thicker than the 
oth~r foils, the manganese was gtill thln (a& defined in 
Chapter Ill) at energi•s other than its resonance. This was 
due to the crOG$ section of manganese be1n9 less then tw•nty 
bar·ns at almost all tnergi es other than its retonance energi.es. 
The dimensions of the man9aneae foils ar• &hown in Figure 5. 
All four materials used produce ?-emitters by n•utron 
activation. After the irradiation by the neutron 9~nerator 
the foils were removed tro.m thei.r aluminum jackets and the 
beta activity was co1.mte-d. 
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E.. Counting Tec;,hn1qu~ 
The activi t y of t he foil& ~a• counted using a Model D•47 
Ga s Plow Oi? tec tor. The detector was used as a .2r proportional 
counter. A mixture of lO perc•nt methane and 90 percent argon 
was ueed for gas in the detector. The operating voltage for 
the detector was 2000 volts. 
Thtt outpu t elgnal from ttle detector wes fed to a Model 
D·47P Preemplifier and then to a Model 166 Dec ade. Sceler. The 
9aln on the preamplifier was ~.O. The detector, preamplifier, 
and tcale:r were •ll manufactured by Nuc::lear Chicago Corpora• 
t1on. 
It is ntH;essary to take absolute count rate mf!r.tsuremcmts 
of the radioactive foils if an absolute spectrum is to be de• 
termit~ed by the sandwich foil techniqu•. When absolute count 
rates ire obtained for the foils the spectrum that ia deter· 
min•d is correct in amplitude as ""ell a& in shape. 
If the absolute magnitude of the flux is not of concern 
and all that is desired is the shape of the flux diatx:ibution, 
absolYte counting is not n~Ges1ary. Th• eh&pe of the apec-
trum can be determined if the various foils a.re measured in 
such a way that t heir relative activities are determin•d cor-
:rec tly. For example, 1! absolute activitie:1 are to be meas· 
ured, it 11 neceseary te determine a geometry factor for the 
counting equipme.nt used lmd correct the measured activity by 
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this factor. If measurement o.f :relative activities is ade• 
quate, 1 t is only neceiua.ry to keep the geometry con&tant in 
all foil activity measurements. By doing this the geometrical 
correction factor ls the same for all the foils. The objec-
tive of this the1!1 was to determine the shape of the spectrum 
exiting from the paraffin slab. The absolute h•ight or mag-
nitude of the flux was not of interest. Therefore, it was 
not necessary to d•termine absolute count rates for the radio· 
active foils. R.elative counts were takcm instead and various 
corrections were made to iJH1ur• that the count rates from the 
different foil materials were correct relative to each other. 
The corrections are shown in Equation 25 (10}. 
( 2!>) 
Since :relative count rates are of interest the factors 
'lVhich were the same for all the foils were not taken into 
account. The geometry factor was made the same for all tht 
foils. This waa done by plecing the foils in the same lo• 
c.at1on each tim& a count was made. The distance from the 
top surface of the foil was b&ld constant for all the foils. 
The shape of the foils ~as identical except in the case of 
the manganese and even 1n this <:•$• the deviation from the 
shape of the others waa small. 
The 1ntr1nsic efficiency of the d•teetor for p particles 
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was e rJ. eumed to be s constant. 
The, resolving t1mt o.f the gas flow counter Yi&s 6 µsec~ 
Th1s v.as the maximum resolving time in the equipment. The 
eo.rrection for dead time waa less than one percent for the 
maximum count rate obsqrved and the.ref ore this factor was 
ignored. 
The factor fw was the correction factor due to absorp-
tion betwe•n th& foil and the sensitive volum& cf the counter. 
This absorption included abaorption in the ai.r gap between 
th~ foil and the &•naitive volume eod the Mylar vdndow which 
separat·es the two. The air gap was approximatel~ l/32 in. 
and the thicluioas of the Mylar window wt5 0.150 mg/cm2 • Under 
these cond1t1ona this factor vdte conatant for: the various 
f oila. 
Th& iource mount backseattering factor, fbt accounted 
for thOSf; tl particles '«"hi eh were scattered from the bat king 
on which the foil was placed into the e.enaitive volumtr of the 
detector. This term was 0 function of the energy of the ? 
particles, the th!ckne&~ of the material ueed for the backing, 
e1nd tho at.OTDic number of the bacld.r19 material. Aluminum \l!ti:U 
used for backing during th• counting of the foils. Taking this 
into account .end the energies of the various ~ particles, this 
term was a:asumed nearly constant for tne varioua foila. Thia 
&$sumpt1on was very close to re~lity tnd facilit•ted the anal-
yst• of the data since it was difficult to measure this fa;tor 
experimentally for each foil. 
The factor f 8 wa& used to correct for the ab1orption of 
p particle& by the foil its•lf. An attempt was made to meas-
ure this term exp•rimentally by placing foil material on top 
of a radioactive foil and mee1uring the decrease in observed 
counting rate. A straight line should appear on semilog paper 
when the measured activity 1a plotted versus total thi,kness 
of foil m•terial (lO). From the slope of this line f 1 can 
be determined. This experiment failed due to the exceasive 
thickness of the foils. Thinner foils, which ~ere not aveil-
abl•, ~•re necessary to determine f 8 experim&ntally. 
A theoretical expression for f 6 ~as then used from 
Price ( 10). 
(26) 
The factor ~m hes been found to f ollo~ the i ollo-~ing emperical 
relationship: 
(27) 
Equations 26 and 27 wer• used 1n conjunction with the decay 
schemes of the various foil materials and the valuea of f 
i; 
w•r~ calculated. These values art sho~n in Table 4. 
Of all the factors in Equation 2~, f 5 was the only one 
that tould not be made equal for ell the foil materials by 
Table 4. S~lf absorption factor for ' particles 
Material 
ln 
Au 
w 
Mn 
• - I*'' 
f a 
0.698 
0.670 
0.562 
0.2~4 
appropriate choice of d1sianee, backing m.:u:er1alt and detector 
typ•. the measured foil activities had to be divided by the 
appropriate £5 to yield correct relat1v• counts. When this 
was done the •xiting spectrum shape wa$ obtained from the 
date points corrtuponding to the various foils. 
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V. RESULTS ANO DISCUSSION 
In this Chapte:r the exp•rimental data will be presented; 
the processing of the dat.e will be explained and the n•ut:ron 
•pectra •xiting from the paraffin slab will be aho\l!m. In the 
finel portion of this Chapter the results will be discussed 
end compared to results obtained by others. 
After the irradiation the foils were removed frca th• 
cadmlwn sheet and counted in the ;aa f lo\!li detector. Both 
foils in each aan<.hdeh were counted separately.. Sample date 
ai-e shown in Table ~. 
It was desired to obtain count rates for the !oils at 
a zero sensitivity setting on the scalar discriminator. Thia 
was necess•ry because the relative count rates for the dif-
ferent foils ~ould not be correct at discriminator settings 
other then ierc due to the differences in the ~ particle ener· 
9ie1 of the different activated foil materials. Since it was 
imposs.ible to get accurate counting rites below a discr1mina· 
tor setting of about 2.!> r14V due to amplifier noise, data Yllere 
taken at various non· zero dl acriminator set.ting' and the 
straight line that fitted them beat waii'l then extrapolated 
back to zero discriminator ••tting. 
The procesuing of the data for one foll it Ei hown in Table 
6. These data are those for indium tek&n from Table !>. The 
ob1arved counting rates were cor:rec ted for background. The 
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Table !>. Semple data 
Time of start of irradiation .. 910~ AM 
Time of end of irrediatSon 913~ AA 
Pa ref fin elab thickness .. o. 345 ~, 
Background counts for 20 minutes - 308 . . 
Outer foil Inner foil 
Indium 
Discr1m1nator CPM Clock CPM Clock. 
(mV) Time Time 
2.5 28307 9143 ~2340 9:~2 
~ 26178 914~ 46918 9s!>3.5 
10 24989 9146.5 46700 9s~5 
2!> 21848 9:48 40~75 9&!>6.!> 
50 17462 9a49.5 329~9 9s!>8 
Manganese 
Discriminator Counts/ Clock Counts/ Clock 
(mV) 2 min Time 2 min Time 
2.5 9024 10:01 10312 10:14.~ 
!) 8368 l0a03.~ 9758 10:17 
10 7383 10r06 9232 10:19.~ 
25 646~ 10108.~ 7862 10i21 
eo 4737 lOzll 5962 10123.~ 
Tungsten 
Discriminator Counts/ Clock Counts/ Clock 
(mV) ~ min Time 5 min Tlmit 
2.~ ~o 10:20 886 10:4~ 
~ 489 l0t2~ 861 10&5-0 
10 447 10t30 840 10i55 
2~ <414 1013~ 727 llaOO 
50 326 10:40 624 lliO!> 
Gold 
D1 &criminator Count&/ Clock Counts/ Clotk 
(mV) ~ min Time ?> min Time 
2.~ 2~13 ll1l!> 3922 11240 
5 24!>0 lla20 3486 11:4~ 
10 2298 11:25 3~11 11:~0 
25 21-47 llt30 3042 ll:~!> 
50 1739 lli3~ 2612 12:00 
" 
Table 6. Sample pro<:.essin9 of data for the iridium foil 
Discriminator Count rate Net count Time since 
end of ir-
radiation 
(mV) { ci>m) rate (q;,m) 
(min) 
Outer- foil 
2.~ 28307 28292 8 
5 26178 26163 10 
10 24989 24974 11. 5 
25 21848 21833 13 
!>O 11462 17447 14 .. 5 
Inner foil 
2.5 ~2340 52325 17 
5 46918 45903 18.5 
10 46700 46685 20 
25 40575 40560 21.5 
50 32959 32944 23 
el.t 
l.108 
1.137 
l.159 
l.182 
l.204 
l.243 
1.268 
l.292 
1 . 318 
l.343 
CPM* 
( CJ:.$) 
31350 
29700 
29000 
25800 
21000 
6~0 
58200 
60400 
53500 
44300 
Count rate 
at 0 dis.er. 
s.ettin9 
(epm) 
31300 
66800 
(Jo) 
m 
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activities were then ccrreeted for decay since there wiu~ • 
time lag between the end o'f 1rradiation end the atart of 
countimJ. the result after these two corrections 11 tndi• 
cattd by CPM*. Thia l~tter quantity was then plotted versus 
discriminator tetting for both inner end outer foils. This 
is shown in figure 6. Tho best linf,tls were ch:awn through the 
two sets of data pGinta and extrapolat•d beck to zero. Tht 
extrapolated ectivities shown in the la ,&t column of Table 6 
w•:re then used to determine the flux. 
A utmpl& c.aleul&tton of the f lu>it at the resonance ener-
gies is shown i.n Table 7. The dlfferences between the ex• 
trapolate-d activities of the outer and inner foils "1t:re cor-
rected to saturation activity. In thiG correction th• half-
life of the neutron generator target ia taken into account 
as well ar. the half·liv•s of the foil materials and the tr• 
radiation time of thirty minutes. The saturated activity 
differences were then corrected for self-abso:r:ptiGm by using 
the factor f s from. Table 4. Ao area eo.trect1on wail made on 
the manganes• activity t ,o normali1.e it to the same area with 
the other foils. Finally, the flux correction factor was 
uaed. Thia factor was obtained by •ol.ving Equation 22 for 
the flux. The summation sign wa; dropped since the f'oils 
that were ueed have- only one dominant resont11'lc•. The ealcu ... 
lation of this correction factor it shown in Table 8. 
The rel.a ti ve fluxes for this set of data are indicated 
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Figure 6 . Counting rate versus discriminator setting for indium 
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Table 7. Sample calculation of relative fluxa 
Zero discriminator count rate 
fl.ater• Outer Foil Inner Foil Difierencf!' Saturation 
ial (cpm) (cpm) in count correction f 
rate (cpm) factor s 
In 31300 66800 35500 3.27 0.698 
An 500 740 240 195 0.670 
w 87 172 S5 72.5 0.!42 
~>I\ 4700 6200 1500 8.26 0 .. 2~ 
aRelative flux =i: 
Area 
factor 
l.O 
1.0 
l.O 
0.89 
Flux cor- Re la ti ve 
rect1on flux 
factor ( 2 n ) 
cm sec eV 
8.89 l,475,000 
6.58 460,000 
25 .. 4 278,000 
.715 31,000 
(Difference in count rate) (Saturation fector)(Area factor)(Flux factor) 
(Self absorption factor) 
,. .... 
Table 8. Calculation of the flux correction factor8 
Materia l 
Inll5 
Aul97 
\il86 
Mn~5 
Thickness 
(in.) 
0.002 
0.001 
0.001 
0.024 
r 
( e~) 
0.012 
0.124 
0.04~ 
0.5 
Height of 
resonance 
(barns) 
30,000 
30,000 
14 ,ooo 
3,400 
M.'.:%t:.'.t max 
5.55 
4.47 
2.22 
16.3 
aFlux correction factor z [ir,..{2I(M) - I(2M))-)-l • 
2I(11, ) I(~) 
22 15.8 
19 14.l 
13.0 9.5 
38.2 2·1 
Flux 
correction 
factor 
8.89 
6.~s 
2!>.4 
.71~ 
~ 
t..> 
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in the lest column of Table 7. It should be stressed that 
these values are not correct in an abaolute sense because 
•bsolute eounting rete au~asurements were not performed. The 
stated fluxes represent relative measu:rements. 
The final results of the experiment are shown ln Table 
9. Here the measured f luxe.s are shown for the three paraf-
fin slab• used. The first.two runs p&rtain to the same slab. 
This m•asur•ment was repeated in order to check the consist-
ency of th• measurements and to obtain a measure of the var-
iations and errors induced. The ether runs were normalized 
to the first run in order to make comparison of the flux 
shapes more meaningful. 
One of the basic aims of the exper.1memt was to see 
whether, in the energy region l to 350 eV, the flux eould 
be expressed by an exponential function of the form Jlj • Aff'"O' 
where A and r.;r are positive constants. The deta shewn in 
Table 9 'here plotted cm lo9ari thmic paper to determine if 
they could fit a straight line. Thii plot 1.s shown 1.n P:i9-
u.re 7. The deta seemed to fit an exponential type r•lation-
ship fairly well and therefore a logarithmic least•squares 
fit was made to th• data obtained in each run. The equa-
tions :re$ult1ng from this leaat•squares f .1t are shown at 
the right of Table 9. 
The absolute values for rJ ·Of the expon•nta for the two 
rune usin9 the slab thickness a~;p:tte to within two percent. 
Table 9.. Relative flux measurements at the resonance energy of four resonance 
absorbers 
Slab 
Run thickness 
(in.) 
Flux at Flux at Flux at Flux at 
In res. Au rea. W res. Mn res. Energy depenchmce 
of spectrum ( n . . )( n . ) ( n .. ) ( n } 
cm2sec eV cm2tute eV cm2aec eV cm2 sec eV 
1 2 .. 5 = 
0.69l.s 
2 2.!> = 
o.69\.s 
1,68!>,000 740,000 
1,6&~,ooo 191,200 
3 l .. 87 tlll l,685,000 649,000 
0.!>18\s 
4 1 .. 25 1:1 l,685,000 52!>,000 
0 .. 34~X 1 
377,000 38,800 ¢ =2 .. 33 x 106E-0.689±0.014 
376,300 42,800 ~ = 2. 34 x 106E·0.674 ± 0.013 
339,000 44 1980 ¢ ~ 2 .. 0S x l06E-0.654 ± 0.013 
317,500 3!>,400 ¢ = 2.2 x l06E-0. 724 f 0.014 
t 
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This ia th• same deviation obtained if counting statiatiGs 
•re taken into account, •nd if the range of the val~• for 
the slope for all straight linee that fit the point.a within 
one standard deviation is obtained. 
The average value of a for th• firat t•o runs was 0.682. 
Th1s value waa compared with results obtained by Michaudon 
(9) who used a Mente-Carlo tec.hniqu• to obtain t.he neutron 
spectrum exiting from a moderating slab. The slab thickness 
used 1n hia •Ork was four ecattering aean free paths. His 
results give an exponential J:elationship with a value for a 
of 0.83. lt must be noted that this value cannot be directly 
compared with the ;reaultt obtained in the experiments reported 
in this thesis because of the difference in moderator thick• 
nesa. It •a• impossible to carry ou·t mea&uxements et the 
thickness used in Michaudon•a calculations because of the 
lar-ge amount of J)lraf fin required. 
It is, hewever, poes1ble to compare the two results in 
1 qualitative manner . It ahould be expected that 11 the slab 
thic.k.nesa is incr•aaed a would approach a value of .LO. Since 
the slab used for the experiments deac:ribed in this thesis was 
thinner than the slab used by Mlchaudon,. it should be expected 
that his c value would be ¢loser to the limiting value of l.O 
than the value obtain•d in thi.s theaia, as 1& indeed the ease. 
Thus the difference in the two re&ults seems to be in the 
ri9ht direction. 
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All th.ree a values plotted versus slab thickntss are 
shown in Figure 8. For the fi.rst two runa the eve.rage value 
of a is plotted. The results obtain•d when the thinner slab& 
fi·ere used seema to be contradictory. The a v•lue fox- the 
o.el&l.s thick slab i• l••• then the ~ velue for the 0.69\.$ 
thick slab aa one might expect, but for the even thinner 
slab, O. 34~).a, {1 is larger then in either of the pr•vious 
cases. The trend should be tov.ards sm•ller value& for tS •• 
the slab becomes thinner and the number of neutrons which 
ere moderated into the epithermal ene::-gy region is decreased 
in favor of higher energy neut;rons. The failure of fJ for 
the 0.345\$ thick slab to decrease with r•apec.t to th• 
thicker elabs leads the author to b•lievt that this a v•lue 
ie in error. Thia error ~ould have been the reault of d11-
fic.ul ty in maintaining the prop,e.r geom•try for the thinner 
slabs. ·It could also have been caused by the failure of th• 
assumption that the neutJ:ona &re isotropic. thla ••sumpt1on 
becomes more and '.more questionabl• at the slab gtta thinner. 
furthermo:-e, it la questionable whether th• difference& ob• 
served between the three u vai:luea, CT1 , (12 , .,3 for the three 
slabs 1n o.rder of d•cr•aain9 th1ckneas, are sta't1st1cally 
&i9nific.ant. i'or •~amplt, (f2 it only amaller thin a1 by 
two standard deviation• which is just on the border lin• to 
make it dlff erent than a1 in a stetietlc•lly aignif1Gant ~•Y· 
On the other hand, <t3 is three •tandard deviations higher 
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Figure 8. Exponent versus slab thickness 
than a1 but its magrlitude goes in the wrong direction 1rom 
a phya1cally plaualble point of view. 
Ou• to time limitations it was impoaaible to carry out 
m••surements with a wider range of slab thick.neeses. Suc.h 
an extension of the measur•ments would be very useful in de-
terminim; 1 to a gre&t•r degree, the depend•n~e of a en &lab 
thickness. It can be concluded, ho~ever, that the exponent 
does not change rapidly as the slab thickne$s is changed. 
Thia can be seen froin the re1ult1 of Miebeudon. The value 
for a of 0.83 computed by Mlcheudon for a slab thicknesa of 
four mean free path& is only 0.148 higher than the average 
a obtained in this thesis for a slab thickness of 0.69 m&an 
free p•th&. Therefore for small thicknttas var1at1ona as 
those uged in these experiments one would not expect to ae• 
a considerable va:riation in c.. Experim•nts with a wider 
range ot thickness, f1"om 0 .. 5 to ~ mean fr•• paths,. would be 
necessary to detect unambiguou;ly the trends in o- with 
thickneSi variation. 
VI. SU~Y AND CONCLUSIONS 
The spectrum of neutron$ exiting from a moderator slab 
was measured using source neutrons of high energy produced 
by a neutron qenerator. The spectrum was measured in the 
energy region l to 3~ cN by the sandwich foi.l technique. 
This technique involved th& use of four resonance materiale 
placed ln sandwiches. Each sandwlch ~•• used to determine 
th• neutron flux at the resonance of that sandwieh material. 
From t .h• measured flux at th• four different resonances a 
spectrum was obtained. Measurements were carried out for 
three different slab thioknee&es to determine the effect of 
slab thickness on the e>:iting spectrum. 
It was concluded that the sandwich foil technique is 
applicable to thit type of meaaurement and give& meaningful 
results. The as$umption that the neutron flux 1.s isotropic 
seems to be c:o:rrect J.n all but th• thinnest slab. It was 
also concluded th•t th& neutron flux vari.es expcnentielly 
with neutron energy in the en•rgy range that was studied 
end that the absolute value of th• exponent decree1un slowly 
*1th dec:r•asing thickness, although this trend w•• not ea• 
tabli•hed unambi9uou1ly due to the limited range of thick• 
nttas used. 
VII. TOPICS fOR FURTHER STUDY 
While the question of the spectrum in the l to 3~0 eV 
rang• has been basically answered, many other related prob• 
lems .remain unsolved. Some of these problems deserve at-
tention. 
The spectrum above 3~0 eV 1.s an excellent topic for 
study. The higher energies above 80 KeV could be studied 
with the use of a Bennet spectrometer or possibly threshold 
reactions. The energy r·eg1on between l and 80 KeV elao merit 
study and perhaps new techniques could be developed to meas• 
ure the spectrum ln this energy region. 
The ef!ect of the geometrical configuration on th& 
spectrum could be studied in more detail. Slaos of different 
thicknesses, shape and material could .be IJSed in conjunction 
with the sandwich technique to determine the effect of these 
parametera on the spectrum in the l to 3!>0 eV range. Meas-
urements could be carried out to determine what effect, if 
any, angular dependence has upot' the spectrum and tompar•d 
to similar results obtained by Michaudon (9). 
The sandwich foil technique could be adapted to the re-
actor to measure its neutron spectrum 1o tht indicated energy 
range. This method offers possible advantages over the nor· 
mally employed cadmium ratio technique. 
Finally the 1andv'1ch foll technique offers a possibl• 
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method of making time dependent spectrum measurement& through 
the use of prompt gamma &mission. Thi& methcd v1ould be es-
pecially attractive to 1nve1t19ate the features 01· a moder-
ated pulse produced through a moderator elab from a fest 
n•utron pulse 9•neretor.. Such an arrangement might be an 
inexpensive wey to produc.e and $tudy thexmal or epithermal 
neutron pulaes without the need of a reac:.tor and c.oanpli<:ated 
chopper equipment. The meaaurements could be done by meas-
uring the prompt y rays produced by just one foil and then 
by e sandwich. The difference between the numbe:r of prompt 
y rays measured for th• sao<.fv;ich, and the y :raya for a si.ngl& 
foil would correspond to th• prompt y ray •mi1uion of th• 
outer foil. Thus 1t would be pos•ible to obtain reaction 
rates for both an inner and outer foil just as in th& exper• 
iment that was performed in this thesis. Tho difference 
would bo that now time dependent effects could possibly .be 
measured since the y rays would be prompt. It is possible 
that background .radiation and low intensity might make it 
difficult to obtain meaningful .resulta, but the method is 
worth trying. 
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